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Inflation and Hourly Wage Growth

Wage growth is an important leading metric of
consumer behavior, as higher wages increase
disposable income, which in turn drives more
spending. The chart depicts nominal hourly wage
growth and the inflation rate (represented by the
consumer price index) since 2010. Both metrics are on
a year-over-year basis, and averaged for 3 months in
order to smooth out the monthly seasonality.

What really stands out is that nominal hourly wages
have been growing at a steady 2% rate for many years
now, and they have recently accelerated just slightly to
about 2.2%. What contributed to a huge increase in
the real wage growth (not shown on the chart),
however, was the collapse of the inflation rate that
began in the second half of 2014, driven by lower oil
and gasoline prices.
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Four Retirement-Portfolio Withdrawal
Mistakes to Avoid

Some errors in retirement-portfolio planning fall into
the category of minor infractions rather than major
missteps. Did you downplay foreign stocks versus
standard asset-allocation advice? It's probably not
going to have a big impact on whether your money
lasts throughout your retirement years.

But withdrawal rate errors can have more serious
repercussions for retirement-portfolios. If you take too
much out of your portfolio at the outset of retirement,
and that coincides with a difficult market environment
--you can deal your portfolio a blow from which it
may never recover. Other retirees may take far less
than they actually could, all in the name of safety. The
risk is that they didn't fully enjoy enough of their
money during their lifetimes.

Mistake 1: Not Adjusting With Your Portfolio's Value
and Market Conditions. Even though the popular "4%
rule" assumes a static annual-dollar-withdrawal
amount, adjusted for inflation, retirees would be better
off staying flexible with their withdrawals.

What to Do Instead: The simplest way to tether your
withdrawal rate to your portfolio's performance is to
withdraw a fixed percentage, versus a fixed dollar
amount adjusted for inflation, year in and year out.
That's intuitively appealing, but this approach may
lead to more radical swings in spending than is
desirable for many retirees. It's possible to find a more
comfortable middle ground by using a fixed percentage
rate as a baseline but bounding those withdrawals with
a "ceiling" and "floor."

Mistake 2: Not Adjusting With Your Time Horizon.
Taking a fixed amount from a portfolio also neglects
the fact that, as you age, you can safely take more from
your portfolio than you could when you were younger.
The original "4%" research assumed a 30-year time
horizon, but retirees with shorter time horizons (life
expectancies) of 10 to 15 years can reasonably take
higher amounts.

What to Do Instead: To help factor in the role of life
expectancy retirees can use the IRS' tables for required
minimum distributions as a starting point to inform
their withdrawal rates. That said, those distribution

rates may be too high for people who believe their life
expectancy will be longer than average.

Mistake 3: Not Adjusting Based on Your Portfolio
Mix. Many retirees take withdrawal-rate guidance,
such as the 4% guideline, and run with it, without
stopping to assess whether their situations fit with the
profile underpinning that guidance. The 4% guideline
assumed a retiree had a balanced stock/bond portfolio.
But retirees with more-conservative portfolios should
use a more-conservative (lower) figure, whereas those
with more-aggressive asset allocations might
reasonably take a higher amount.

What to Do Instead: Be sure to customize your
withdrawal rate based on your own factors, including
your portfolio mix.

Mistake 4: Not Factoring In the Role of Taxes. The
money you've saved in tax-deferred retirement-savings
vehicles might look comfortingly plump. However, it's
important to factor in taxes when determining your
take-home withdrawals from those accounts. A 4%
withdrawal from an $800,000 portfolio is $32,000, but
that amount shrivels to just $24,000, assuming a 25%
tax hit.

What to Do Instead: It pays to be conservative in your
planning assumptions. To be safe it's valuable to
assume a higher tax rate than you might actually end
up paying.

Disclosure: This is for informational purposes only
and should not be considered tax or financial planning
advice. Please consult with a financial or tax
professional for advice specific to your situation.

This article contributed by Christine Benz, Director of
Personal Finance with Morningstar.
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Target-Date Funds Post Strong
Investor Returns

Target-date funds continue to cement their place as
the preferred investment for American workers’
retirement savings. Target-date assets grew to $706
billion by December 31, 2014, according to
Morningstar’s 2015 Target-Date Fund Landscape
report. Investors pumped $49 billion in net new
inflows into the funds last year, representing an 8%
organic growth rate. As target-date funds prosper and
grow in assets, it’s important to examine whether
investors are using these vehicles well and actually
participating in the funds’ gains.

Total return measures the percentage change in price
for a fund, assuming the investor buys and holds the
fund over the entire time period, reinvests
distributions, and does not make any additional
purchases or sales. Morningstar-calculated investor
return, on the other hand, measures how the typical
investor in a fund fared over time, incorporating the
impact of cash inflows and outflows from purchases
and sales. It takes into account the fact that not all of a
fund’s investors bought it at the beginning of a period
and held it until the end. Therefore, investor return
depicts the return earned by a fund’s typical investor.

Comparing investor returns with total returns gives an
idea of how well investors have used the funds. For all
target-date funds in Morningstar's database, the news
is good. The annualized asset-weighted investor return
over the last 10 years through December 2014 stood at
6.1%, 1.1 percentage points higher than the typical
target-date fund’s 5.0% gain, suggesting that, on
average, target-date fund investors are using the funds
effectively. Target-date investors have essentially
reaped all of target-date funds’ gains, plus more.
That’s largely due to the discipline inherent in
regularly setting aside a portion of each paycheck into
retirement savings accounts—the predominant means
of investing in these funds.

In contrast, when analyzing all open-ended mutual
funds in Morningstar's database, investor return was
lower than total return, indicating that investors tend
to be poor market timers when not following a
systematic contribution plan, and their long-term
returns suffer as a result.

Disclosure: An investment in a target-date fund is not
guaranteed, and you may experience losses, including
losses near, at, or after the target date. There is no
guarantee that the fund will provide adequate income
at and through retirement. Consider the investment
objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the fund
carefully before investing.

Target-date funds are sold by prospectus, which can
be obtained from your financial professional or the
company and which contains complete information,
including investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses.  Investors should read the prospectus and
consider this information carefully before investing or
sending money.
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How Much Foreign Stock and Bond
Exposure Do You Need?

This is one of the central questions confronting
investors putting together their portfolios, yet there
seems to be no consensus. Some experts argue for
highly globalized portfolios, with allocations to foreign
and U.S. stocks and bonds mirroring their market
values. But other experts believe that due to the extra
costs and volatility that can accompany foreign stocks
and bonds—and especially the foreign-currency swings
that can occur when those market gains or losses are
translated into U.S. dollars—less is more when it
comes to foreign exposure. A related question is
whether (and how) a portfolio's allocations to foreign
and U.S. stocks and bonds should change over time.

Stock Allocations: Fully Global, U.S.-Centric, or
Somewhere In-Between?

The issue of how much investors should stake in
foreign stocks has been a contentious one for years. In
the "less foreign is more" camp are experts who believe
that because many U.S. blue chips are increasingly
global in their reach, investors in them get exposure to
foreign markets indirectly, while avoiding the extra
costs and volatility associated with foreign stocks
(foreign-currency swings in particular). At the other
extreme are the "global market-cap agnostics"—those
who suggest buying a basket of U.S. and foreign
equities weighted according to their market values.
The U.S./foreign allocations of global-market indexes
have hovered around 50/50 for the past several years.

Meanwhile, most asset-allocation experts recommend
a middle ground. Investors may not need to steer half
of their portfolios to foreign stocks to obtain most of
their diversification benefits. The rationale behind
how much foreign exposure an investor may choose
gets back to volatility. Because foreign stocks typically
entail some currency risk as gains or losses are
translated from foreign currencies to dollars, investors
who want to reduce volatility may want to also reduce
their foreign weightings accordingly.

Bonds: It's Complicated

Even though more than 50% of the world's fixed-
income investments exist outside the United States,
investing in foreign bonds has the potential to add cost

and volatility to a U.S. investor's portfolio. Few asset-
allocation experts are in favor of mirroring the global
markets' allocation to U.S. and foreign bonds.

Because types of foreign-debt exposure vary so widely,
one-size-fits-all recommendations are tricky. Investors
could steer a larger share of their fixed-income
portfolio to foreign sovereign bonds rather than
corporate and/or local-currency-denominated debt.

The volatility issue can be addressed, at least in part,
by hedging out the currency risk of the foreign bonds.
That helps ensure that investors partake of foreign
bonds' yields and any price changes, but not the
currency-related impact when those returns are
translated into dollars. However, hedging strategies
entail costs, and in a low-returning asset class like
bonds, those costs can take a big bite out of returns.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. An
investment cannot be made directly in an index.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of
experiencing investment losses.

Returns and principal invested in stocks are not
guaranteed, and stocks have been more volatile than
the other asset classes. International bonds are not
guaranteed. With international bonds the investor is a
creditor of a foreign government or corporation.
International investments involve special risks such as
fluctuations in currency, foreign taxation, economic
and political risks, liquidity risks, and differences in
accounting and financial standards.

This article contributed by Christine Benz, Director of
Personal Finance with Morningstar.
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In-Retirement Withdrawal Strategies

The standard sequence for a tax-efficient portfolio
drawdown is required minimum distributions first.
Taxable accounts next, followed by Traditional IRAs
and 401(k)s. Roth IRAs and 401(k)s last. The
overarching thesis is to be sure to tap those accounts
where you'll face a tax penalty for not doing so
(RMDs) while hanging on to the benefits of tax-
sheltered vehicles for as long as possible. Because Roth
assets enjoy the biggest tax benefits--tax-free
compounding and withdrawals--and may also be the
most advantageous for heirs to receive upon your
death, they generally go last in the withdrawal-
sequencing queue.

That's a helpful starting point for sequencing
retirement-portfolio withdrawals, and it goes without
saying that you should always take your RMDs on
time. That said it may be a mistake to always follow
this strategy. The reason is that your tax picture will
change from year to year based on your expenses, your
available deductions, your investment performance,
and your RMDs.

In order to keep your total tax outlay down during
your retirement years, it may be worthwhile to
maintain holdings in the three major tax categories
throughout retirement: taxable, tax-deferred, and
Roth. Armed with exposure to investments with those
three types of tax treatment, retirees can consider
withdrawal sequencing on a year-by-year basis, staying
flexible about where they draw their income bases on
their tax picture at large. They can help limit the pain
of an otherwise high-tax year by favoring taxable and
Roth distributions, for example, while giving
preference to tax-deferred distributions in lower-tax
years.

For example, in a year in which they have high
medical deductions that push them into a lower tax
bracket, they might actually give preference to
withdrawals from their Traditional IRA accounts,
even though they have plenty of taxable assets on
hand, too. The reason is that it may be preferable to
take the tax hit associated with that distribution when
they're paying the lowest possible rate on that
distribution. Moreover, aggressively tapping tax-
deferred accounts like Traditional IRAs in low-tax

years will mean that fewer assets will be left behind to
be subject to RMDs.

On the flip side, in a high-tax year--for example,
when RMDs are bigger than usual due to market
appreciation--a retiree might reasonably turn to her
Roth accounts for any additional income needed.
Although those Roth assets usually go in the "save for
later" column under the standard rules of withdrawal
sequencing, those tax-free Roth withdrawals (versus,
say, paying capital gains on distributions from a
taxable account or paying ordinary income tax on tax-
deferred withdrawals) may help the retiree avoid
getting pushed into a higher tax bracket than would
otherwise be the case.

401(k) plans are long-term retirement savings vehicles.
Withdrawal of pre-tax contributions and/or earnings
will be subject to ordinary income tax and, if taken
prior to age 59 1/2, may be subject to a 10% federal tax
penalty. Funds in a traditional IRA grow tax-deferred
and are taxed at ordinary income tax rates when
withdrawn. Contributions to a Roth IRA are not tax-
deductible, but funds grow tax-free, and can be
withdrawn tax free if assets are held for five years. A
10% federal tax penalty may apply for withdrawals
prior to age 59 1/2. Please consult with a financial or
tax professional for advice specific to your situation.

This article contributed by Christine Benz, Director of
Personal Finance with Morningstar.
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Housing Construction in Good Shape

The chart depicts the state of the housing construction
industry, suggesting that there is still plenty of room to
grow in this slow, but steady recovery we’ve seen so
far. The latest starts and permits data from the Census
Bureau, however, shows a slightly exaggerated picture,
as it is the multi-family category that’s been making
overall housing construction look better than it is in
reality. Both starts and permits picked up in June, as
multi-family activity rose sharply amid expiring
construction tax incentives for developers in the New
York City area. As a result, the housing construction
revival is probably not as strong as the numbers seem
to currently suggest. Nonetheless, improvements for
single-family construction still look healthy, and
continue to trend up closer to the 10% rate year over
year.

Inflation and Hourly Wage Growth

Wage growth is an important leading metric of
consumer behavior, as higher wages increase
disposable income, which in turn drives more
spending. The chart depicts nominal hourly wage
growth and the inflation rate (represented by the
consumer price index) since 2010. Both metrics are on
a year-over-year basis, and averaged for 3 months in
order to smooth out the monthly seasonality.

What really stands out is that nominal hourly wages
have been growing at a steady 2% rate for many years
now, and they have recently accelerated just slightly to
about 2.2%. What contributed to a huge increase in
the real wage growth (not shown on the chart),
however, was the collapse of the inflation rate that
began in the second half of 2014, driven by lower oil
and gasoline prices.
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Aging Millennials Should Drive Up
Single-Family Home Sales

In this recovery, there has been a surge in interest in
apartment buildings. Meanwhile, single-family home
sales are still running about 50% below their previous
peak. The chart illustrates what may be behind some
of that change. Following the decline in the 24-31
year old cohort, that group is now growing again. Not
surprisingly, so are multi-family permits and interest
in apartment buildings over the last several years.
Looking at the data for 2014-2019, that age dynamic
will begin to shrink according to Morningstar
economists. That's bad news for people building
apartments, but great news for the overall economy.
Single-family homes utilize more labor and more
materials than apartment buildings do. So, as the age
group begins to buy homes instead of living in
apartments, it should drive up single-family home
sales and boost the economy.

Employment Growth Remarkably
Strong in May, Wages Push Higher

The U.S economy added 280,000 nonfarm payroll jobs
in May, surpassing the consensus estimate of 220,000.
Certainly there was some help from the addition of
summer jobs in some industries, but generally it was a
very strong and clean report. The jobs data also
exceeded the 12-month average of about 255,000 jobs
per month.

The job growth average for January through April was
a mere 200,000 or so jobs added per month, well
below the annual averages and a sharp falloff from a
very strong autumn. Viewed on a year-over-year,
averaged basis, the jobs market has been consistently
strong since September 2014. The private sector
employment rate has been growing at about a 2.6%
rate. Adding in the lethargic government sector,
nonfarm payrolls are expanding at a very healthy 2.3%
rate.

Month-to-month wage progression was also robust at
a 0.3% monthly rate (3.6% annualized) and some
previous data was revised, perhaps confirming the
overall strength of the jobs market. Though less
dramatic, the year-over-year hourly wage growth rates
also appear to be improving. Growth in hourly wages
and the number of workers added are relatively similar
at 2.6% and 2.2%, respectively. While the market
always focuses on the jobs number, wage growth is
nearly as important. At this stage of the recovery,
hours worked provides little help to wage growth and
that is the case again now. Combining all three
factors, employees, wage rate, and hours worked, total
wage growth has been little changed at about 5%.

This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements.  Past performance does not guarantee
future results.
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April Employment Report: Mixed
News

The April employment report wasn’t so strong that it
created worries about economic overheating and
Federal Reserve tightening, and it wasn’t as weak as to
create concern that the economy was about to slide
back into a recession.

Looking at private sector job growth, which excludes
the much slower-growing government sector, the
three-month average, year-over-year growth rate
remains relatively high at 2.6%, which is down just a
touch from recent highs and still above the 2.4%
average growth rate of the past 12 months. Overall, it
seems the jobs report was strong enough to keep a rate
increase on the table for September, but weak enough
that a June rate increase now appears unlikely.

Home Prices on the Rise Amid Low
Inventory Levels and High Demand

The latest report from CoreLogic showed that home
prices continued to rise at a much faster pace than
previously expected, growing 2.0% in March. On a
year-over-year basis, the growth stood at 5.9%, the
fastest pace since last July. CoreLogic predicts that
prices will rise 0.8% in April, and that the year-over-
year growth will tick down to 5.4%.

Unusually low inventory levels and a coinciding
increase in demand are driving the prices of existing
homes higher. Faster-growing prices are both good
and bad news. The bad news is that the higher pace of
home price increases may put a dent in the
affordability of existing homes, which is something
that has the potential of slowing down the housing
recovery. The good news is that it is reassuring to see
many new buyers who feel financially secure and
confident enough to buy a home, even at higher prices.
Faster price growth also helps existing homeowners to
emerge from their underwater mortgages. According

to CoreLogic, current home prices are still 11% below
their April 2006 peak. More important, as faster-
growing prices hurt the affordability of existing homes,
the demand might shift toward new homes. The gap
between existing-home prices and new home prices
had grown unusually wide and declines in that gap
could bolster the construction sector. That, in turn,
could provide a direct boost to the GDP and
employment. CoreLogic predicts that the price growth
of existing homes may moderate later this year and
that the prices may increase by about 5.1% from
March 2015 to March 2016.

This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.
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I Bonds Versus TIPS, Part 1

Most investors looking for a low-risk hedge against
inflation automatically think of Treasury Inflation-
Protected Securities, or TIPS. But under the right
circumstances, I Bonds, which also offer an inflation-
adjusted interest rate, may be just as useful—provided
that investors understand how they work and how they
differ from TIPS.

One reason that investors don't hear more about I
Bonds is that, unlike many other bond types, they are
not traded on a market. Only the person in whose
name they are registered may redeem them. As such, I
Bonds are not found in bond funds' portfolios. These
are securities you have to invest in directly.

There are two ways to purchase I Bonds. You can buy
them in electronic form directly from
TreasuryDirect.gov or you can instruct the IRS (using
Form 8888) to use some or all of your federal income
tax refund to buy paper I Bonds or to send the money
to your TreasuryDirect account, which you can then
use to purchase them.

One drawback of I Bonds is that annual purchases are
limited to $10,000 per Social Security number for
electronic versions and $5,000 per year for paper
versions. So, investors who hope to make I Bonds a
cornerstone of their inflation-protection strategy and
who have a large amount of assets may have to build a
suitable position over time. Also, electronic I Bonds
may be purchased in any amount of $25 or more,
while paper I Bonds are only issued in denominations
of $50, $100, $200, $500, $1,000, and $5,000.

Difference in Inflation-Adjustment Methods

Like TIPS, I Bonds are designed to adjust for
inflation, although they do so in different ways. For
one, TIPS adjust the value of their principal and, thus,
the yield, while I Bonds adjust the yield directly with
no change to the principal value. Both adjust for
inflation semi-annually, and for I Bonds, this happens
on the six- and 12-month anniversaries of the date
they were issued (the rate of the adjustment is
determined every May and November). Both security
types use the Consumer Price Index as the basis for
their inflation adjustments.

The fact that I Bonds adjust their yields only twice a
year and are not tradable means that they can be less
sensitive than TIPS to near-term changes in the rate
of inflation. For example, if inflation spikes in June of
a given year, an investor holding I Bonds would have
to wait at least another five months, until November,
for the yield on the I Bond to reflect this change (and
possibly longer if the anniversary of the I Bond's
purchase falls after November). With TIPS, that's not
an issue because market prices will adjust to reflect
more recent changes to the rate of inflation. Of course,
if inflation heads lower, the delay in the adjustment
could potentially provide a short-term advantage for I
Bonds relative to TIPS.

The interest rate paid by I Bonds includes both a fixed
rate that remains constant for the life of the bond plus
the inflation adjustment. With interest rates as low as
they are right now and inflation relatively low as well,
newly issued I Bonds aren't paying much. In fact, the
fixed-rate portion of new I Bonds is paying 0%, while
the inflation rate for the full year ending with the most
recent adjustment last November is 1.48%, for an
overall composite rate on the bond of 1.48%.
However, one advantage that I Bonds have over TIPS
is that their composite interest rate is guaranteed to
never fall below 0%, meaning the bondholder is
guaranteed to never lose principal. With TIPS, yields
can turn negative, potentially leading to losses for the
bondholder.
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I Bonds Versus TIPS, Part 2

Interest Payments and Tax Advantages

I Bonds continue to earn interest for up to 30 years
but can be redeemed as soon as after 12 months.
However, a three-month interest penalty applies. They
can be redeemed after five years with no penalty.
Unlike with TIPS and other bond types, which pay
out periodic interest payments, I Bond interest accrues
until the bond is redeemed, compounding twice a year
while offering no periodic payments.

For those looking for an inflation hedge to be held in a
taxable account, I Bonds offer some tax advantages
relative to TIPS. The most important of these is that I
Bond-holders may defer paying taxes on interest until
they redeem the bond. The holder of a TIPS, on the
other hand, must pay taxes each year on the interest as
well as on any adjustment to the value of its principal
(sometimes referred to as "phantom income"). As with
TIPS, the interest on I Bonds is taxable at the federal
level but is exempt from state and local taxes.

For some college savers, I Bonds also offer a tax
advantage in that interest is tax-free if used to pay for
college tuition and fees. However, income restrictions
do apply. For 2014, the tax break began phasing out at
$113,950 in modified adjusted gross income for
married couples filing jointly and phased out
completely at incomes of $143,950 and above. (For
single filers, the tax break starts to phase out at
$76,000 and goes away at modified adjusted gross
income above $91,000.)

Are I Bonds for You?

If you are an investor looking to add inflation
protection to your portfolio and willing to hold on to a
security for the long term, I Bonds may be worth a
look. But remember that they are designed to serve
primarily as a principal-preservation tool rather than a
source of periodic income. If you're looking for
inflation protection that also pays regular income, you
might want to consider TIPS.

On the other hand, because I Bonds are not traded,
they are essentially immune to interest-rate risk

because changes to prevailing rates have no impact on
their value. The same cannot be said of TIPS, which
are traded and, therefore, susceptible to prevailing
interest-rate movements.

If you are considering I Bonds as a long-term holding,
it might be worth waiting until interest rates begin
moving higher so that you can attempt to lock in a
fixed rate that is above 0% in addition to the inflation
rate on the bond. The I Bond's fixed rate hasn't
reached 1% since 2007, and there's no telling when
rates will return to that level. But for an investment
you plan to hold for many years, any fixed rate is better
than nothing.

Debt securities have varying levels of sensitivity to
changes in interest rates. In general, the price of a debt
security tends to fall when interest rates rise and rise
when interest rates fall. Securities with longer
maturities and mortgage securities can be more
sensitive to interest rate changes.

TIPS are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal
and interest. TIPS are subject to risks which include,
but are not limited to, liquidity risk, credit risk,
income risk, and interest-rate risk.

An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Key Reasons Why a Taxable Account
May Be Underrated, Part 1

Tax-sheltered savings vehicles offer tax-deferred
compounding, meaning investors won't pay any taxes
on a year-to-year basis as long as they don't withdraw
any assets. And depending on the vehicle, they may
also receive a tax break on contributions and/or
withdrawals, too. Those tax breaks can help enhance
take-home return.

With all the attention paid to accumulating money in
those tax-sheltered accounts, many investors see saving
in a taxable account as a last resort—something to be
considered only after they've fully funded their tax-
sheltered accounts.

But investing via a taxable account can be a sensible
maneuver, and not just if you're running out of tax-
sheltered receptacles for your money. In fact, investors
may want to consider simultaneously funding their
taxable and tax-sheltered accounts, and the current tax
and interest-rate environment make saving in a taxable
account particularly sensible. Here are six key reasons
why.

Reason 1: Flexibility.

Investing via a taxable account carries two key
advantages, both of which make the taxable account
more flexible.

First, liquidity: If you have near-term income needs or
are simply building an emergency fund, a taxable
account will allow you access to your money without
any strings attached (though you may owe taxes if your
investments have appreciated). True, a Roth IRA
allows you to tap your contributions (not your
investment earnings) at any time and for any reason,
which is one reason it's a suitable vehicle for younger
investors who are conflicted between saving for near-
term financial goals and retirement. But for higher-
income folks who need to use their tax-advantaged
options for retirement savings, putting money for
liquidity needs into a taxable account may be the way
to go.

The other reason investing in a taxable account is so
flexible is that you can invest in literally anything.

You'll have to choose from a preset menu if you're
investing in a company retirement plan, for example.
And while you may have more leeway when investing
in an IRA, there are still a few investment types that
are off limits. A taxable account is the one account
type that gives you carte blanche. (Of course, it also
gives you more opportunity to make mistakes!)

Reason 2: Compounding and potentially minimizing
taxes if you plan carefully.

When investing inside of a taxable account, it may not
be all that difficult to simulate the tax-deferred
compounding you get with many tax-sheltered
vehicles. The key is to choose investments that kick off
limited taxable income and capital gains distributions.
For example, income from municipal bonds is exempt
from federal and in some cases state income taxes.
Choosing tax-efficient securities can make it possible
to buy and hold a basket of securities for years inside a
taxable account while owing very little in taxes on that
portfolio during your holding period.

It's also worth noting that income is low on an
absolute basis right now, so the tax hit associated with
owning securities that produce income that is taxed at
your ordinary income tax rate is also going to be pretty
low, at least in dollar terms. (That will change if yields
go up, though.)

Reason 3: You can use tax losses to reduce your tax
bill.

In addition to the ability to have your assets grow
without owing a lot in taxes, investing in a taxable
account also gives you the ability to harvest losses,
something that is not easy to do with investments held
inside tax-sheltered accounts. You can sell securities
that are trading below your purchase price and use
your loss (the difference between your purchase price
and your sale price) to offset capital gains or, if you
still have excess losses, up to $3,000 in ordinary
income.
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Quarterly Market Barometer

3 Months, ending June 30, 2015. The U.S. Market
returned 0.08% (YTD 1.85%).

The Morningstar Market Barometer provides a
visualization of the performance of various stock
market indexes. The color scale (red for losses and
green for gains) allows you to assess which areas of the
market performed strongly and which areas showed
weakness for the time period analyzed. The nine-
square grid represents stocks classified by size (vertical
axis) and style (horizontal axis). There are three
investment styles for each size category: small, mid
and large. Two of the three style categories are “value”
and “growth” while the central column represents the
core style (neither value nor growth characteristics
dominate). Large-caps account for the top 70% of the
capitalization; mid-caps represent the next 20%; and
small-caps represent the balance.
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